97 buick lesabre transmission

Buick introduced the LeSabre Marquee as a concept car in The nameplate officially became part
of the Buick lineup in Before discontinuing the model in , Buick had sold over 6 million
LeSabres, and for 12 years it was the best-selling full-size vehicle in the U. The Buick LeSabre
has sold with a number of different transmissions, all of which are prone to problems. Signs of
a bad transmission in a Buick LeSabre aren't difficult to detect. Look at the ground under where
the Buick LeSabre is normally parked. Puddles of fluid, stains and spots are all signs of a leak.
If the leak appears red in color, there is a good chance the Buick LeSabre's transmission is
leaking. Even without a noticeable leak, the transmission fluid is possibly getting dangerously
low. Use the transmission fluid dipstick to check for proper operating levels. If the fluid is not
translucent red or smells burnt, change the fluid. Vibrations and shuttering of the vehicle during
gear shifts is a clear sign that something is not right with the Buick LeSabre's transmission. The
transmission is designed to shift smoothly and easily; vibrations are a sign that shifts are not
happening as intended. Grinding, whining or any other unusual noises coming from the
transmission are a clue that something is wrong with the gears or transmission valves.
Transmission noises usually come from the floorboards and near the center of the vehicle.
Overheating of the transmission is a severe sign that something is wrong with the Buick
LeSabre transmission. Overheating is caused by internal breakdown or during heavy towing,
rocking the vehicle, racing or stop-and-go driving in high-heat environments. Signs of
overheating are smoke, burnt transmission fluid and excessive heat near the shift lever. Justan
Brandt became a journalist and writer who specializes in automotive coverage in Vibrations
Vibrations and shuttering of the vehicle during gear shifts is a clear sign that something is not
right with the Buick LeSabre's transmission. Noises Grinding, whining or any other unusual
noises coming from the transmission are a clue that something is wrong with the gears or
transmission valves. Overheating Overheating of the transmission is a severe sign that
something is wrong with the Buick LeSabre transmission. P is one of the most common
transmission trouble codes. In effect, this allows an automatic transmission to function like a
manual transmission at certain speeds and engine loads, and eliminates all slipping from the
transmission. The symptoms of P vary greatly. If the converter stays unlocked, it can be a
nuisance. There are many different things that can cause the P code. Most of them are going to
need an experts touch to diagnose. This list is presented with a combination of likely to cause
the issue and repairability in mind first. There are many symptoms of low transmission fluid.
The most noticeable one is going to be the transmission slipping. If the transmission fluid is
dirty or burnt , it can make the transmission behave in a way that is not normal and throw the P
code. If the fluid is low or bad, replacing should be considered an urgent priority. The good
news is that transmission fluid and filters are cheap. The wiring harness that goes to and from
the transmission is one of the more vulnerable pieces of wiring on a vehicle. Inspecting the
harness for obvious signs of distress, checking the connection at the transmission itself, and
finally a continuity test can go a long way in diagnosing your LeSabre. It is highly likely that the
torque converter clutch solenoid TCC has gone bad. But, jumping straight to this conclusion
without inspecting the transmission fluid and wiring can cause a lot of undue headache. The
torque converter itself or torque converter clutch can go bad and throw the P code. If the TCC
seems to be functioning properly, it may be that the problem is in the transmission case itself. It
could be a valve body issue, a problem with the pressure going through the transmission, or a
clogged filter. Articles on this site are always written with the DIY enthusiast in mind. We would
never want to discourage that. With that being said, P is a tougher code to diagnose and is often
out of the range of the shade tree mechanic. This decreases fuel mileage. It feels exactly like
when you need to downshift in a manual transmission. This increases fuel mileage and makes
the transmission operate at a higher temperature. Wiring Issues The wiring harness that goes to
and from the transmission is one of the more vulnerable pieces of wiring on a vehicle. Torque
Converter The torque converter itself or torque converter clutch can go bad and throw the P
code. Problem in the Case If the TCC seems to be functioning properly, it may be that the
problem is in the transmission case itself. Conclusion Articles on this site are always written
with the DIY enthusiast in mind. If there is anything that you would like to add, please feel free
to leave a comment. I have a Buick Lesabre with a 3. It has 79, miles on it. When I accelerate in
the first gear it grabs and pulls fine but when it shifts to second or other gears under load it has
started slipping and shuddering. It also seems to shift a little harder. The problem showed up
yesterday. Three hundred miles ago. I replaced the transmission fluid and filter and it all looked
great in the pan with no metal filings or debris from drive bands. The fluid level is fine. I checked
it several times on level ground and after it warmed up. Can anyone tell me what the problem
may be? Thanks for any help. Do you. This sounds like the transmission has a accumulator seal
that is leaking. Please let us know what you find. We are interested to see what it is. Cheers
Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. You could have a PC solenoid issue causing the

harsh shifting, and burnt second gear clutches causing the shudder. First, check the
transmission fluid and make sure it is still clean and full. Please login or register to post a reply.
Related Transmission Slip Content. Trans Slippage Have A Lesabre. Trans Is Slipping While
Accelerating. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Whether your need to replace or
rebuild your LeSabre's transmission transaxle , there are two ways to remove it. One is to follow
the factory procedure for uninstalling the transmission, and the other is to simply pull out it and
the engine as a package. This is actually easier on most models than pulling the transmission
alone and gives you the opportunity to replace worn components on the engine while you have
the car apart. Pulling the engine and transmission on a LeSabre is about as straightforward as
any front-wheel-drive engine removal. First, drain all fluids, including the engine oil, coolant,
fuel and transmission fluid. While draining the transmission isn't strictly necessary, it will save
you some mess later. Remove the hood and disconnect the negative battery cable before
pulling any sensors. Prior to yanking a single wire or vacuum cable from the engine, do yourself
a favor and mark each one. Wrapping each wiring harness with masking tape and marking that
tape with the its location and purpose will keep the re-install from becoming a nightmare of
loose wires and troubleshooting. Sensors are located in some-less-than-obvious locations.
Knock sensor number two is behind and beneath the right side exhaust manifold; there are four
different wiring harnesses on the transmission and a half-dozen vacuum tubes hiding under the
intake plenum. Make sure to put your car into park prior to transmission removal, and try not to
touch the shifter or cable afterward, or you risk having to adjust it later. It can't hurt to take
pictures and draw diagrams as you disconnect the engine. Remove the axles, steering column
link and unbolt the exhaust y-pipe from the engine. However, this is worth considering since
anything you remove from the car now can't possibly be damaged by lbs. Before removing any
of the engine-transaxle mount bolts, go ahead and connect your engine hoist and chains to the
engine's lift brackets. There's one on the back of the driver's side exhaust manifold and another
on the passenger side front of the engine. Put a little tension on the engine with your hoist, and
simply remove the through bolts from the powertrain's three four on some models mounts and
carefully lift the engine. This will be your last opportunity to disconnect any wiring harnesses
that you've missed, so have a friend help you keep an eye out for them. Once the powertrain is
removed, simply place it on a heavy table, and disconnect the torque converter bolts and
bell-housing bolts to separate the engine from the transmission. Richard Rowe has been writing
professionally since , specializing in automotive topics. He has worked as a tractor-trailer driver
and mechanic, a rigger at a fire engine factory and as a race-car driver and builder. Unbolting
and Removal Remove the axles, steering column link and unbolt the exhaust y-pipe from the
engine. References Avigex. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of
these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. July in Buick. I've
got an '00 with a strange problem. It will "buck" two or three times until I either speed up, of take
my foot off the gas pedal. This happens about twice a day. The check engine light hasn't come
on, so could this be a transmission issue? There's only 59, miles on it. I would appreciate any
ideas and suggestions. July Simplest explanation is always the most likely. Spark plugs or
wires. You've got a 6 year old car. If it is occuring at just the minimum speed to be locked up in
4th gear on the TCC, you're feeling an engine miss. I'd recommend AC Delco plugs, and or new
wires standard equipment level-no fancy red ones from the box auto parts store with the hot rod
equipment. You can change plugs first and see if that fixes it. You might note the color and
buildup on each plugs. Label them with tape when you take them out; if one's different than
others might indicate other problems. I still recommend changing wires before K miles. If wires
break down and create higher voltages, other parts of the spark system are stressed and may
fail later. I agree with Imidazo. Same thing happened to mine at about 75K and 5 years. It was a
wire. Threw a check engine light. I understand you need to use genuine Delco wires because
some other aftermarket may not handle the voltage. Needless to say, I changed them on the
other car too right after that since they were 8 years old and 90K. August I'll start with the plugs,
and see what happens. Could the engine miss, and not set off the check engine light? Thanks,
Guys! Thanks to everyone who got back to me. Plugs and wires were the answer. The plugs
looked worn, but the wires were even in worse shape. The Buick runs fine-and I was all set to go
to a transmission shop! Thanks Again! September I just had my sending unit replaced, cuz of a
gas leak, ran great with the the leak, now its puttering and stomp on it hesitates, then got some
power, seems like gas isn't getting there like it use to, cost to fix, know new prob, go fig, plz
help,ty. February Runs nice and smooth, But will slip when going from 1st into 2nd, will shift
fine going from 2nd into 3rd, but will slip some more while in overdrive,or when i push the gas
and reach between 50mph and 60mph,It kinda gives a feel as if the car is in neutral. Reverse
works fine as well. Dose these mean my transmission is going??? June Bucks at low speed

during warm weather but not during cold weather. Throws a code P Sounds to me like the TCC
solenoid. How hard is this to replace? Is it as simple on the FWD trans? Could the bucking be
unrelated? Have you changed the transmission fluid? I do mine every 36K miles approx now. I
do it myself and change the filter every second change. New fluid may unstick the solenoid. It
sounds like it's sticking occasionally since you don't mention it happening everytime you slow
down I'll check my 98 service manual and see if it's an easy change while changing the fluid and
filter I had the same problem last year. I have a 01 LeSabre, and replaced the transmission,95k,
after being told the TCC would be as expensive to repair than to replace with a warrantied
tranny. That didnt fix the bucking. In fact it was worst between mph with the new tranny. Had it
back in, and they reset some codes which were not reset earlier. Still didnt fix the problem. I
stumbled upon a posting somewhere that the Mass Airflow sensor can be the culprit. It is an
easy DIY, the sensor was bucks at Autozone, with exchange. I replaced mine right in the parking
lot. You might get by with cleaning it with electrical solvent, but didnt work for me. Hope this
helps. I have a 98 LeSabre 3. I can avoid this by going really, really easy on the gas. Any idea
what this is and how to fix it? Could be lots of things. I'd have to feel what it's doing by driving
to guess where to start looking. It could be a drive axle constant velocity joint you don't
mention the right kind of noise sound though It could be the differential in the transmission. It
could be the transmission. Does it do it if you put it in 1 and start up? Or in 3 uses a clutch pack
instead of the regular overdrive setting start. With car jacked up and jackstands look under at
the motor mounts and transmission mount. I think the fact it only does it turning left is a sign. I
think that the low torque of a gentle start is a sign. My vote is motor mount My buick lesabre , is
hesitating and when i give it gas especially on the highway sometimes it does not react at all. I
have to coast to allow it to run properly. My check engine light is on and the code is As i said
after taking it easy, it usually runs fine afterwards. Vehicle has 54, miles, has had the
transmission rebuilt this summer. Vehicle will not down shift into low from dead stop. Starts in
2nd or 3rd gear. Have had 2 solenoids replaced, transmission reprogrammed, battery
regrounded. Problems still persists. This is a random problem occuring on a weekly basis. It will
on a rare occasion lurch into gear. I can manually shift this into low gear when this occurs and
then it will go normally. Looking for any advice. Local mechanics have no idea where to go with
this. December I have a 93 Lesabre with , miles on it. The trans starting jumping out of gear as
you come to a stop about 4 weeks ago. It only does it in low gear as you stop. Not ever time, but
pretty regular. The filter was pretty dirty. It did ok for a few days and then began to jump out of
low gear as you stop again. It acts like it's loosing prime, especially if you make a quick stop.
Sometimes it makes a difference when you stop gently and sometimes it doesn't make any
difference at all. It still does it. Could this be caused by the control solenoid or do I have another
problem? Other than this the trans does not slip and shifts perfectly. It has no hesitation when
going into gear. When coming to a stop and then starting again the car bucks until it goes into
overdrive. Then is fine until another stop is made at which point it may buck one or even two
times. The car has about 84K miles. Please help. March Hello,I have lesabre car starts but does
not move from parking to drive. Does it have fluid up to the low mark of the dipstick when cold
to the full mark when hot after being driven? I realize this is probably an obvious check. Does it
go into reverse after a few minutes of idling? Sounds like it needs a major diagnosis by
someone on the scene. I haven't heard that description for transmission problem. Is it an engine
problem? Miles on car? Possibly a coil problem reacting to heat. Check each coil tower for
cracks or tracing of spark jumping. Check bottom of coil for poor contact to base to which they
bolt. Check connector at the end of the base for poor contacts. May I have a LeSabre, , miles.
Three mechanics have checked the bearing, they all say it is fine, but they also say they do not
believe it is the transmission. None of them have any further suggestion except to continue
driving the car until it gets worse. Any diagnostic ideas? Can you describe more about the
sound? How loud? Change with speed? Can you feel it in the steering wheel? In the floor? Does
the sound change if you move the wheel for a left curve or a right curve. That can make a wheel
bearing sound out more. But I have read some people with difficulty diagnosing a wheel
bearing. How are the tires? Worn unevenly? More than 5 years old? Tire tread hardens with age
and can cause a sound from the knubs that is reminiscent of snow tires at a low volume in the
old days. Has anyone put the car on supports in front and driven the wheels with the motor
through the transmission? Number 1 would be wheel bearings if the tires are okay. Number 2
would be the differential inside the transmission. Frankly you might save yourself some trouble
by going to a good Buick garage for a diagnosis, whether or not you intend to let them fix
anything. The sound is difficult to describe. Not a loud roar like you normally hear with a wheel
bearing. Does not change sound when turning. However, it DOES change with speed. In fact,
below 35 mph is only barely noticeable, and below 25, cannot even hear it. Tires are almost new.
A mechanic did put it on supports. They said the sound was less pronounced with the wheels

off the ground. What is the cost of the differential inside the transmission? If yes, I'll just trade
it. Thanks much!! Was the sound there before the tires were put on? What tires do you have?
I'm curious about the tread causing a vibration. But actually I believe it's a wheel bearing. Jack it
up. Rock the wheel around and compare one side to the other looking for looseness. Be sure
you're not getting ball joint movement, though. Have someone rotate the tire and put your hand
on the solid frame of the car to feel for vibration from the bearing. The description sounds like a
wheel bearing I had. You're at K miles. A bearing is possible. After taking it to the fourth
mechanic including the Buick Dealership, who could not figure it out , the problem IS the wheel
bearing. The last place I took it was a transmission place. He ruled out the transmission right
away, and in 30 minutes, said he would bet his next pay check it was the bearing. BTW, I learned
something about transmission in my search. If any of you have a hard thud at times when
shifting gears, and it is only now an then - according to the transmission guy AND the
dealership - it is the computer - but neither knows how to fix it, or what makes the computer do
that. And also, it will not show any code when checked. If you park the car, turn off the engine
long enough for the computer to reset, and re-start the engine, the probloem goes away - until
the next occurance, of course. Thank you so much for the information regarding the "bucking"
that appears to be a transmission problem but goes away and then cannot be found by code. It
sounds like the computer may be the problem as once the car sets and is restarting the problem
appears to go away. Thank you for your response. I have a LeSabre and have noticed this kind
of noise from time to time but like you said there really doesn't seem to be any pattern as to why
or when. I was concerned that this was an early sign of a the transmission going bad but the car
runs great in every other respect. If I understand the programming from what has been
explained, the computer is always measuring the length of time for the shift to occur; that it
adjusts the next shift to get the proper firmness. If it measures too long a shift period, that
particular solenoid is taking too long to effect the shift and the clutch pack is slipping. So the
computer speeds up the shift time to prevent slipping excessively which is hard on the clutch
packs. When the computer restarts it probably is retesting to see if the problem is really there. It
finds no problem so it's back to normal shift times. My guess is the problem could be
something other than computer. It could be connections or something else erratic in the
transmission. My guess and comment would be to drive the car briskly to make the
transmission do more adaptation to the shift quality and time. The occasional problem might go
away. I recently had the transmission serviced pan drop method. After service, transmission
would "slip" in the AM; it would not move until I drop down through all the gears. Return to the
shop and they added transmission fluid. They said it was at the correct level. Problem remained.
I added a full quart before a mile trip and all fine the next morning; no AM slip from then
forward. Car then needed a new radiator. I noticed a continued drip after the new radiator. Shop
determined the leak to be transmission fluid from a cooling line. The shop checked the
transmission fluid level fine and I did as well fine , but the AM slip is back. What the heck is
wrong with the transmission? Thanks for reading! I have a Buick Le Sabre with K miles on it.
This reoccured two more time over the next three hundred miles. When reaching our destination
I shut down the vehicle and unloaded the car. Shortly afterwards I started the car again to park
in another spot and the car would not go in reverse. I shut down the engine, restarted and all
worked fine. Next day I had the transmission serviced and everything checked OK. Over the
next week the burp happened two or three more times but always started so I have driven it like
this for the past year. Mostly local Local mechanic could not access the computer and advised
going to a dealer. Dealer saw no codes but replaced the crankshaft motion sensor. Have
replaced the spark plugs also. Really not sure where to go next. Thought trouble might be
temperature related but there is no pattern to when it happens. Any clues would be a great help.
Are you saying the motor shut down, stopped, and you were coasting, and then the motor
restarted all on its own? The motor won't restart by the transmission turning it while the car is
moving. Is it possible the motor just slowed but kept turning at idle speed then picked back up.
My two things to suggest would be to carefully check all battery cables for corrosion at both
ends. Especially check between the two positives if yours has the one on top of the other. Pull
back the plastic layers on cables to see if the copper is corroded down into the cable. Check for
battery post problems. Next would be based on the statement from another board Pontiacs that
the computers in 94 and 95 have a higher probability of flaking out. The computer itself is not
expensive. You reuse the PROM chip from your old computer. You need a competant mechanic.
If he can't connect to the OBD 1. If you're into throwing money at it, I'd replace the computer
myself. Junkyard, Advance, elsewhere. Do some shopping. Some new parts are bad also so
don't buy junk! Bought 03 Lesabre 2 years ago used. Transmission started sliping about 1
month ago. Had transmission serviced filter and fluid with lucas trans additive. Car has 85k
miles. Now in the morning, cold car will not go into gear without lite rev and switching between

drive and reverse. After about 1 min car goes into gear. It shifts a little ruff but seems to be ok
until it's parked overnight. Then we repeat above. Any suggestions, help or solutions out there?
My feeling is that additives are the wrong thing to put into a transmission unless you're putting
a bandaid on until you want to get it fixed. I know little about problems because they usually are
rare, unlike with some other cars. Are you sure the mileage is 85K? Was a carfax run to look for
mileage change since you bought the car used? Otherwise the pressure control is the only
thing I've heard mentioned as occasionally causing a problem. I don't know if the whole
transmission needs to come out. It may just be the side plate removed to access. But that's not
easy! In this case if you take it to a trans shop they'll probably try to sell you a replacement
transmission or a complete teardown. I'd take it to a good Buick deal to get a diagnosis. Find
one with a good referral. BTW, what color was the transmission fluid? Remember additives are
like going to the hospital and telling them to just remove something in case it helps your
problem! Changing the fluid and filter is good. And I believe one poster in another discussion
suggested that Lucas is meant to be put in and then drained shortly after rather than being a
long term use item. Maybe I'm mixing up a different Lucas product someone talked about Just
get her checked--I'm betting on the pressure control module. Usually the incident is so short
lived and the engine is fairly quiet so I am really not sure that it shuts down completely.
However, in a few instances. Will check the cables and report back. Another possibility is the
MAF sensor. You can try tapping on it with the plastic handle of a screwdriver. Tap different
ways, different positions, from different directions, and if you get a burp from the idling motor,
that may be your problem. Ideal is if you have someone with a similar motor who has a MAF
sensor on theirs that you can switch since you know it's working okay. Checked the cables at
both ends. They are clean and in good shape. Will tackle the MAF sensor next. Thanks for the
ideas. Tapped on the MAF sensor with no results. Reconnected and back to normal idle. There
are two other sensors on the throttle body. I disconnected this and the idle increased slightly.
Took the car for a twenty mile ride with no burps but car stalled just as I was pulling into my
driveway. There is also another 3 lead sensor beneath this unit with an orange connector on it.
Can you identify these sensors? The idle air control is the round one. It adjusts the bleed air to
maintain a good idle; it adjusts for the air the bleeds around the throttle plate when it's closed
since it blocks almost but not all the air. The other sensor is a throttle position sensor. It
measures how the throttle is opened. You can put an analoge ohmmeter across two of its leads
and move the throttle. The resistance should change gradually. If it jumps that means the
potentiometer windings have a worn section. That sends info to the computer telling it how
much you have the throttle opened requestion GO. If the windings give the wrong throttle
opening, the computer tries to give fuel for a different amount of air than the throttle plates are
letting through. Since the engine seems to run without "burping" when the IAC is disconnected,
I have the IAC on order and will replace it and will get back to you. I will check the TPS also, as
you instructed. Thanks again. Checked the TPS with my analog ohmmeter. Received and
replaced the IAC. Ran great on a 40 mile run. Next day it burped again and today it burped
frequently and stalled completely twice. I'm wondering if the fuel could be cutting off
intermittently. I had the fuel pump replaced about a year ago but this problem didn't start till
months later. November I own a buick Lesabre with , miles. Twice, once about 2 months ago
and again today, I almost get to work and it starts to hesitate and buck and there is a shrill
sound. I travel about 30 miles to work. I am able to park the car and work 8 hours then drive
home with no problems. The first time I brought it to my mechanic he drove it around and said
he didn't notice a problem. Any thoughts. I have a 92 LeSabre. The trans jumps out of gear as
you come to a stop. It only does it when I stop. I can get it to go back into gear by shifting into
neutral and back to drive. Needs to be checked but I don't know what goes wrong. The
adjustment of the cable to the transmission from the shift lever may be out of adjustment. It
snaps into place where it rotates the part on the top of the transmission. I believe a slide lock
pulls up and snaps back down with the cable in place but I'm not sure where it's supposed to
set. Could be internal. I have a 94 Lasabre with , on it. For the last 2 years I have had trouble at
start up getting the transmission to engage. At first it needed to warm up a couple minutes and
then would run fine. Lately it doesn't seem to matter how long it warms up, it just won't engage
on it's own until I race the engine with it in gear. Even then it seems to gradually take hold until
after a few seconds it will go. After that it is fine unless I stop for more than an hour or so, which
then requires me to start the process all over. Can't believe the tranny is "shot" or it just
wouldn't go at all, any ideas? Was thhe transmission serviced with regular pan drops and filter
changes? It's possibly a stopped up filter, but at this age 14 years it may be more. Sludging
from old transmission fluid gumming up stuff would be high on my list. I have a 95 Buick
LeSabre that recently developed a trans problem. Sometimes you could put it in first gear and it
won't go anywhere. When it does go, it goes very slow. I asked a mechanic and he said it was

the orbital. I asked another mechanic and he said that was about right Well I found a guy selling
a trans out of a LeSabre front wheel drive like mine, with the same engine. The My question is a
parts dealer told me that Buick made two transmissions with different gear ratios. Does
anybody know how to tell if the trans for sale will work in my car? Or how to tell the gear ratio of
the transmissions? Thank you for taking an interest in my post. April I have a Buick LeSabre
with miles. When the car is first started and until it warms up the transmission pulls and shifts
fine, will even spin the tires on gravel. But after it warms up about 3 miles it is just like the trans
shifts to neutral. There is no slip or warning of any kind. When it does this you can't go in any
gear or reverse. After the car sets about 15 minutes you can go another 3 miles with no slip or
any thing then the cycle starts over. I don't think this would be a clutch problem because there
is no slipping. Could it be some type of electrical problem? A tranny shop mechanic on another
board said he adds a bottle of Lube Guard after rebuilding these transmissions and has not had
a transmission returned with problems right after rebuild since. Advance Auto here in Memphis
sold me their last bottle yesterday. My tranny has , miles on the odometer so this is not a
perfect fix, but I now only have to warm the tranny up 3 or 4 minutes versus 20 minutes before
the car will finally go in any direction. A lot better. Not perfect, but a lot better. This same
transmission is also in several Oldsmobiles, Pontiacs, Cadillacs and maybe Chevrolets so this
is a common problem. Is the morning sickness at startup requiring warmup time a factor of a
pressure control module that ages? I'd do some asking at some transmission shops. If they
suggest it's the module, I believe that one on the '60 is changeable fr
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om the bottom pan. It'd be worth a try. However at miles, it doesn't owe you anything. Compare
that to the 40K mile trannies Honda Odyssey owners have been finding for years. LeSabre ,
front drive, K miles. This just started last night. I was going through a drive through and I was
hearing a creaking noise coming from the left front wheel while just idling through the parking
lot. It does not make the noise when I use the brakes. What could be wrong? Bearing, or disc? If
it's a high-pitched chirp and goes away when you press the brake pedal, this is a brake wear
indicator. Time for new pads. Sorry Mike. Believe it. I had a LeSabre that the tranny went out at
89, miles. Did just what yours is doing only your's lasted longer than mine. I've also had a
tranny go out on a Park Avenue with 96, miles and a Riveria under , miles. These Buicks have a
weak transmission. It's the only cars that I've had tranny problems with. The rest of the car will
last for ever. Sign In or Register to comment.

